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Green Models in Classroom

By Camilo A. Angulo

Design teachers must spread pedagogical processes for a green world to
reduce the impact of our academic exercises on the local environment.

In the past 20 years, Schools of Arts, Design and Architecture used indiscriminately «new»

materials to construct models to socialize ideas of students in class, which have a particularly

very short shelf life. After students obtain feedback and an evaluation grade, the models just
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overflow garbage cans in the universities, contributing to 80% of non-recycled garbage that

accumulates in most Latin American cities.1

Because of that, the urgent need to reduce the consumption patterns in the academy arises,

enriching environments with alternative teaching design on new learning facilitators,2 which

incorporates the traditional methodologies of design,3 but in this case including an additional

feature in the project design stage that corresponds to the research of materials that can be

reused, and a new final stage which suggests the possible scenarios of recycling the materials

after they are used for the academics process. Here are some tips to structure a green design

proposal:

Information Phase: to find the need.

Analytical Phase: determine what exists, identify sub-problems, and then prioritize.

Project phase: to create different types of solutions, make decisions and identify

potential benefits and look for materials that can be reused.

Resolution Phase: in order to checks, applications, costs.

Recycling Phase: to think about the future of the materials used in the project.

As you can see, the above proposal favors projects with materials that were classified as

waste, giving a new meaning to them, and helping not to compromise them on the future

demand for these inputs,4 because models for academic purpose should be only a part of life-

cycle of materials, not their end.

During the practice of education, physical models are a teaching tool to represent ideas that

show some assumptions expressed by the students in their speeches,5 but to achieve this goal

it is unnecessary to waste such a quantity of natural resources and energy. That’s one of the

main reasons why it is recommended that the exercises formulated by teachers in class must

have the concept of «green models». Those kinds of exercises are a great opportunity to

develop a special kind of thinking in the students when they face a restricted scenario and

they need to take some innovative decisions in order to reach a higher level of cognitive

skills.6 And, consequently, the students design new eco-friendly processes for the production

of their models in classroom.

Under the formative nature of higher education, the exploration of these possibilities, and the

development of alternative work in small groups for a short time in the right context, can

sensitize students about the potential of an idea that relates with the invention above having

the resources to do it and the difference that makes a creative mind seeking new

opportunities in order for these ones can be replicated in the future, while still working.
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Students of the course Theory of Design. Photo: Faculty Juan José Arango, UJTL, 2012.

Eco models

Based on this environmental awareness, material academic exercises must be built 

with reusable materials. That is the case of a workshop conducted by the Industrial Design

Program for the Jorge Tadeo Lozano University of Colombia.7 The models were constructed

with plastic bottle caps and some types of cardboard to work three concepts: object, context

and interaction. After reaching the goals, people involved in this project such as students,

faculty and staff of the university themselves separated most of the material, to donate it to a

foundation to use these resources to help children affected by cancer.

At the end of the exercise there is, first of all a reflection on the role that we play from the

academy as consumers in the life cycle of some non-renewable resources, and secondly, the

responsibility of future generations of students, depending on how long we delay in

implementing these determinations, they will be able to have or not the opportunity to

experience a learning process with those basic materials that remain after previous uses.

Theoretical and practical workshop exercises. Photo: Faculty Catalina Quijano, Camilo Angulo, UJTL, 2012.
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Finally, the appropriation of concepts like «green models» would be an important step

towards sustainable academic processes, but without forget that in the end, such proposals

are a great excuse to gather common goals inside an academic community, and to

accomplish, this way, a conscious effort to fulfill the social and environmental commitments

with future generations of artists, designers and architects.
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